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Buying a used car 

There are some great used cars around and you can save yourself a small fortune compared with buying 

a new one if you follow a few simple rules. 

Decide what you need and stick to it! 

With the cash (or the loan) burning a hole in your pocket it’s easy to rush out and buy the first car in your price

range, so be honest with yourself about what you want the car to do – will you cover a high mileage, who and what

do you need to carry (is a big boot essential?), where can you get it serviced and repaired? When you’ve had a

good think you should draw up a short list of possible makes and models that suit your needs... and then stick to it! 

How much should you spend? 

In simple terms, as much as you can comfortably afford. So remember to factor in the cost of insurance (get a 

quote don’t guess it), road tax, at least one service per year, loan repayments and your fuel costs. Ideally, leave 

a bit of spare cash in the pot to cover unexpected bills or better still get a car with a decent warranty. Most cars 

under 3-years-old will still be covered by the manufacturer’s warranty and older cars bought from reputable

garages can come with a top notch warranty that can help you avoid a nasty bill if something goes wrong. 

Where should you buy? 

I remember being told many years ago that ‘nice people sell nice cars’ and it has often been proved to be true.

Buying privately can be tempting but you could just be buying somebody else’s problems and if you get even the

slightest sense they are dodgy, walk away. Buying from a dealer may, on the face of it, be a tad more expensive

but you do get better legal protection if the car is not what it seems and you should get a warranty as well. 

Choosing a franchised dealer gives you the most reassurance of all as they have specific standards that they 

will adhere to, one of which is a provenance check. This check makes sure that the car is clear of any outstanding

finance and that the mileage shown on the clock is correct. It also makes sure the car has not been in a serious

accident, something not always easy to spot just by looking at a car. You can pay for a provenance check like 

this yourself if you are buying privately, but with the franchised dealer doing this as part of their preparation

standards you will be saving yourself time and money. 

How can I check if the car is okay? 

If your mechanical ability runs out at changing a plug on your kettle then get someone in the know to check the 

car over with you. You can use my ‘used car quick check’ to keep you on track by making a note of some of the most

important bits. If you are looking at more than one car it’s easy to forget the details and that can be costly so write

them down and keep them safe. 

Franchised dealers will happily show you the checklist that they use for every used car they sell and even the pre-

sale report for the particular car you are interested in. 

Buying a used car. 
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Taking a test drive. 

If the seller is unwilling to let you try before you buy then walk away. Chances are they are trying to hide something.

If you buy from an auction then a test drive will probably be impossible and if you buy privately you will need to

make sure you arrange insurance before you take to the road. If you are buying through a franchised dealer then

they will be able to cover you on their insurance which can save a lot of time, hassle and potential expense. 

Whilst the test drive is a great way of deciding if you like a car it is also your chance to spot any faults with it so take

your time and be objective. Remember to note down any faults you spot and ask for them to be put right before you

buy or use them as negotiating chips when it comes to agreeing a price. 

Negotiating a deal. 

Most sellers are open to a bit of negotiation but do not fall into the trap of losing your dream car just because the

seller won’t budge another £50 on price! Its best to focus on exactly what you want to be included in the deal so be

precise about what you expect. A new MOT and a  service included in the price not only sweeten the deal but also

saves you lots of hassle and expense in a few months’ time. 

If you have a car to part exchange always focus on ‘the balance to change’, which is the amount that you have to

pay plus your current car to get the one being offered for sale. 

And always try to get the best warranty that you can included in the price that you pay. Not only does it give you

peace of mind but it helps you budget by avoiding any unexpected repair bills. 

    Buying a used car. 
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Dos 

1. Check that the person selling the car is entitled to

do so. Some private sellers are not the vehicle’s

registered keeper and this should ring alarm bells. 

2. Take a test drive – cars bought at auction can

rarely be driven before you buy making it a

potentially risky decision for the novice buyer. 

3. Shop around for the best insurance quotes. 

4. Take a friend or expert with you for moral and

technical support. 

5. Buy a car with the best warranty possible –

it can save you a fortune in the long run. 

6. Always get the car’s history checked to verify

mileage, outstanding finance, accident damage

and police interest. 

7. Talk to current owners or even join an owners 

club before you choose a certain make or 

model – these people have already spent their

own cash on a car and will give you honest

advice, ‘warts and all’ about the car you fancy. 

8. Get a receipt for any deposit you leave. 

9. Ask for a discount but do not get so fixated 

on price that you lose a great car for the sake 

of £50! 

10. Buy a car that you like – life’s too short to drive

dull cars! 

Don’ts 

1. Buy a car in the wet or dark – it can hide a

multitude of bodywork faults or damage. 

2. Be put off by a high mileage car provided it 

has been serviced regularly – it can save you 

lots of money. Motorway miles are pretty easy 

on a car’s mechanicals so a reasonably new, 

high mileage car can be a great buy. 

3. Carry large amounts of cash with you – £250

should be enough regardless of the car’s price. 

4. Agree to meet a seller in a lay-by, motorway

services or office car park. If you do not know

where they really live you could be subject to 

a scammer scheme. 

5. Buy a car that you cannot afford – it may sound

obvious but it is a common mistake and having 

to sell it quickly can be a painful experience. 

6. Believe everything you read in the press –

some road testers spend an hour with the car, 

you could be owning it for years. 

7. Get fixated on fuel economy if you cover very 

low mileage – diesel cars cost more than petrol

ones to buy and you may never recover that 

extra spend if you only do 100 miles a week.

8. Be afraid to travel. The best cars are not always

on your door step and some garages are even

happy to get one brought to you. 

9. Buy a car with no MOT. Even cars with a few

months’ MOT can soon become an expensive

money pit. If the car has less than 6 months’ 

MOT ask for a new one as part of the deal. 

10. Be afraid to walk away. If you are not happy with

the car, the seller or the deal give yourself some

time to think about it. 

Jason’s top 10 used car dos and don’ts. 
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1. Start the car with the windows down and the

bonnet up so you can listen out for any

mechanical nasties when the engine first starts. 

2. Check all the gauges work – they should all 

be showing cold when you first start the car; 

if they do not then the car has been warmed

up already – possibly trying to hide a fault. 

3. Get comfortable in the car before you drive off.

Adjusting the seat can be dangerous when you

are on the move! 

4. Drive the car with respect – you do not own 

it yet and no seller likes their pride and joy to 

be thrashed. 

5. Check the brakes pull the car up in a straight line

by resting your hands lightly on the steering wheel

and pressing the pedal firmly. 

6. Check the clutch is good by pulling away in 

3rd gear – explain to the seller what you intend 

to do first though! If the car stalls then the

clutch is good, a worn clutch will ‘ride’ and start

to smell bad. 

7. Make sure you drive far enough to get the car

warmed up; 15 minutes should be enough. 

8. Drive the car on the kind of roads you will be

using it on if you buy it; if you spend your life 

in town then stay in town so you can get a feel 

for the steering, clutch and brakes. 

9. Try parking the car. You will have to do it at 

some point and now is the time to find out how

easy it is going to be! 

10. After the test drive let the car run at idle and 

check under the bonnet for any signs of water 

or oil leaks that may have appeared once the

engine has been warmed up. 

        Jason’s top test drive tips. 
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1. Windscreen and Lenses: Check for stone chips

and cracks. 

2. Colours: Metallic paint is more resistant to light

scratches, whilst solid dark colours mark easily. 

3. Doors: 3-door models look more sporty and are

usually cheaper but 5-doors are more practical. 

4. Exhaust: Listen for blowing or rattles, a sign 

the catalytic convertor is about to fail. 

5. Bumpers: Colour-coded bumpers look great 

but can be expensive to paint if damaged. 

6. Tyres: Matching tyres show that the current owner

is prepared to spend money. 

7. Bodywork: Look along the sides for car parking

dents. 

8. Wheels: Check for scuffs and damage. 
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1. Stereo: Check that it works’, some systems may

also need a code if disconnected from the battery. 

2. Mileage: Check that it matches the service history. 

3. Stalks and buttons: Check that everything works

before you take the test drive. 

4. Air conditioning: A desirable option but make

sure it works by switching it from hot to cold. 

5. Pedals and steering wheel: Worn pedal covers

and a shiny steering wheel can be a clue to a high

mileage car that has been ‘clocked’. 

6. Seats and trim: Look for tears, burns and signs of

wear – all can be expensive to put right. 
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Seller’s details 

Name: Contact number: 

Car details 

Make: Model: Registration number: 

Year: Mileage: Asking price: 

Colour: Equipment: 

Good bits (for example: CD player, air conditioning, power steering)

Not so good bits (for example, price, mileage colour)

Exterior condition 

Bumpers: Doors: 

Bonnet: Boot: 

Windscreen: Windows: 

Wheels: Tyres: 

Interior condition 

Seats: Carpets: 

Stereo: 

Mechanical 

Engine: Gearbox: 

Brakes: Exhaust: 

Electrics (switches and lights): 

Paperwork 

Tax expires: MOT expires: (minimum of 6 months remaining) 

Service history: Yes No Date of last service: 

Registration document checked: Yes No Insurance quote: 

Spare keys: Yes No Price offered: 

Jason’s used car quick check. 
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